
Thank You for being with us in our 
joined desire to recognize 

Freedom and Truth



A webinar for clarity and  
understanding Non-duality and 

A Course in Miracles 

A Course in Miracles 
and Non-Duality



Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome…

This life for Bill Free is to help others recognize  
Awareness for themselves in a practical and simple 
way, based on the Non-dual teaching of Advaita, 
Buddhism, Sufism, Great Freedom, Hinduism, the 
principles contained in A Course in Miracles and 
other traditions of and some references in the Bible, 
Torah, Kabala , Tao and Mystical Teachings in 
alignment with Oneness and The Supreme Self. 

Find more about Bill at billfree.com

Your Host Bill Free

Thank You for joining us



Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome…

I'm Freedom AKA (Kimberly Cartwright) 
I am honored that you are here. 

   
I offer one on one and group experiences around: 

Ancestral/Constellation Healing, A Course In Miracles, Non-Dualism  
yoga/physical movement. I often combine them into an original 

experience tailored for the person or group.  To find out more, click 
the link below and schedule a free 30 minute clarity session with me. 

It would be great to get to know you and to see if there is a way  
I can support your expansion.  

Find more about Freedom at  
https://kimberlycartwright.com/

Freedom

Thank You for joining us



Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome…

Amy was led to A Course in Miracles by Paramahansa 
Yogananda in 1997 and received shaktipat from Jesus in 
1998 (see http://facebook.com/ACIMYoga). Her work 
is a synthesis of many teachings, ancient and 
contemporary.  The result is an exploration and 
discovery of who you really are, which naturally 
results in miracles of love, peace, purpose and joy. 

 Find more about Amy at https://amytorres.love/

Amy Torres

Thank You for joining us

http://facebook.com/ACIMYoga


Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome…

Arthur has been on the Spiritual path all his life. He 
was a long time best friend of Alcohol until he met 
Bill. An AA student for many years graduated to A 
Course in Miracles and very soon after following the 
Course Arthur found his true passion in The Non-dual 
Direct Path under the Teaching of Rupert Spira, 
Francis Lucille and Jean Klein. 

Arthur Gay

Thank You for joining us



Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome

Format for panel and audience: 

Your Host will introduce two panelists  at a time and present questions 1-4, 5-8,9-12, 13-16 and so on to two 
panelists to respond, one at a time and rotate to next two panelists for 9-12 etc. 
Next, The Audience will have opportunity to ask 2 short questions on topic, max. 2 (1 per attendee and 1 per 
panelist) to be answered by each panelist, 1 - each. If there are additional questions please send to host at 
billfreeonline@gmail.com for answer by email or add to next webinar. 
 Four questions will be offered at a time and each panelist will take up to five minutes giving their answer to 
all four or pass if they felt it was adequately answered by the other panelist or add something additional to an 
answer given by the other panelist.

Bill Freedom Arthur Amy

mailto:billfreeonline@gmail.com


Your Panel of Presenters, Please welcome

Q & A Guidlines for the panel: 
This is a time where we will answer up to two questions from the audience 
after the 1st four questions are answered. One minute only will be allowed 
for each panelist. 1 question each.     Only questions on topic are selected. 
Thank You:)

Bill Freedom Arthur Amy



Questions 1-4
What does The Course mean when it says. God will take the final (or last) step? 

Who am I praying to when I say Father? 

How to Listen to The Holy Spirit or Jesus? – Are these separate entities? 

Who am I speaking to when I speak to Jesus?

Questions 5-8
What should A Course in Miracles student do for the most benefit of awakening during or after completing The Course? 

Is A Course in Miracles a non-dual teaching? 

What is the goal of A Course in Miracles? 

How would A Course in Miracles student get the most from A Course in Miracles?



Non-Duality  webinar work sheet 1 - 8



Questions 9-12
Is a Non-dual understanding necessary for salvation according to the course? 

Will A Course in Miracles bring it’s practitioner/student to the experience of enlightenment? 

Can I be awake and not enlightened? 

Is the Non-dual path necessary for full enlightenment?

Questions 13-16
What are the benefits of using both the Non-dual direct path and A Course in Miracles? 

Is there a downside to following both paths? 

How do these two paths fit together? 

Does A Course in Miracles and the Non-Dual Direct Path fit together?



Non-Duality  webinar work sheet.  9 -13



Questions 13-16
What are the benefits of using both the Non-dual direct path and A Course in Miracles? 

Is there a downside to following both paths? 

How do these two paths fit together? 

Does A Course in Miracles and the Non-Dual Direct Path fit together?

Much of the Course language is written in Christian dualistic 
pronoun terms:    Is this limiting?   Not an issue?  Comments

God, Him, You, We, I, Me, Jesus, The Holy Spirit, Spirit, Your Brother, 
Mighty Companions, and other metaphors/symbols such as Salvation and 
Forgiveness and how these Christian terms can better serve you when 
understood through a different filter of reference.

Why is this important?



Non-Duality  webinar work sheet.  13 -16 

Christian dualistic pronoun terms commentaries: 



Questions - write ins
What does it mean to "Forget this Course" in lesson 189? Forget it for how long?  George 
As a student of non duality, I often wonder if prayer is actually necessary? I mean who am I praying to?                                                                                                         
Robin 
I would appreciate clarification of terms and the distinction/relationship between ego, Holy Spirit and God.                                                                                                    
Elsa 
How can I go beyond using the Course's terminology without losing the love that is so deeply connected to it? When I read or 
listen to Rupert Spira for instance, there is emptiness instead of the love of the Course... Is love emptiness?                                                       
Uta 
The work atonement. In my head I hear At One-ment. I hear others pronounce it as A Tonement. Could some one please 
speak to this? What is atonement and is it the same as salvation?                                                                                                             
Issy

Can you guys tell about being fully awake and not fully enlightened yet please ?!!  

And about non duality not speaking about God or Help while I feel that you cannot awaken without the Help from higher 
parts of Us ( the One Thing we all are and what everything IS ).  
And can you guys tell your experience with being fully awake ( not fully enlightened yet )  

And the body being ill .... is it ( always ) true that the body heals when you wake up because the "I" is not a body and is also 
not ill ?!! Thanks so much, I am curious about youre answers ! Love you ! Thank you!                                                                                           
Jelske 
I have been a student of ACIM and a follower of Gangaji and her teachings (Papaji/Ramana) for over 25 years. Is it possible 
to follow both and transcend the dialogue to Pure Awareness? As I wrote this question the answer became apparent...I would 
love to hear your thoughts and experiences Bill on this webinar. I'm so grateful this conversation is taking place. Nameste 🙏
❤                                                                                                        Louise                                                                                                                            



Questions - write ins
Can you guys tell about being fully awake and not fully enlightened yet please ?!!  

And about non duality not speaking about God or Help while I feel that you cannot awaken without the Help from higher 
parts of Us ( the One Thing we all are and what everything IS ).  
And can you guys tell your experience with being fully awake ( not fully enlightened yet )  

And the body being ill .... is it ( always ) true that the body heals when you wake up because the "I" is not a body and is also 
not ill ?!! Thanks so much, I am curious about youre answers ! Love you ! Thank you!                                                                                           
Jelske 
I have been a student of ACIM and a follower of Gangaji and her teachings (Papaji/Ramana) for over 25 years. Is it possible 
to follow both and transcend the dialogue to Pure Awareness? As I wrote this question the answer became apparent...I would 
love to hear your thoughts and experiences Bill on this webinar. I'm so grateful this conversation is taking place. Nameste 🙏
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Questions - If you had questions that were not answered, 
please write billfreeonline@gmail.com and Bill will forward 
your answer to the panelist

mailto:billfreeonline@gmail.com


Non-Duality  webinar work sheet. - write in questions



Non-duality 
recognizes I Am Free


